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ABSTRACT
Simulation can be considered a necessary evil in the validation of
systems, especially when the system under consideration is being
prototyped and therefore does not presently exist. This is compounded by the use of high level simulators; on the one hand, high
level simulation is efficient, in that it abstracts away many details
of the system which are deemed to be not important. This allows
for a simpler and faster running simulator, which allows the user
to obtain results faster and/or perform more experiments. On the
other hand, some of the details abstracted away might turn out to
be important, introducing inaccuracies.
This paper outlines a framework for the statistical understanding
and attribution of the errors produced by a high level simulator
when compared against real experiments by means of a low level
simulator. This allows the user of a simulator to determine whether
or not the inaccuracies are significant, and whether or not the high
level simulator requires refinements in its accuracy for the results
to be valid. These techniques are illustrated via a case study.
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1

BACKGROUND

Components of a Cyber-Physical System (CPS) typically combine
embedded processing, sensors, actuators and communication [2].
This allows the components of the CPS to locally process collected
data before determining what should be communicated to other
components of the system, for the purposes of either controlling the
system or storing data. However, communication between different
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components presents a challenge: physical connections provide
high bandwidth and low latency, but can be expensive to install. In
some cases, such as on-body monitoring systems [10], a physical
connection may not be possible. For these reasons, CPS may choose
to use wireless communications.
Wireless communications typically simplify the physical installation of a CPS, but carry some significant trade offs. Wireless
communications are not as reliable as a physical connection, for
example being subject to background radiation [7], which can cause
a given communication to fail. In addition, wireless systems have
higher latency and lower bandwidth than physical connections
[1, 14]. However, the benefits of wireless communications, in the
form of lower installation and maintenance costs, in addition to enabling systems which are inappropriate for wired communications,
make wireless communications an attractive feature for CPS.
A recent topic of interest in the real-time community is that of
Mixed Critically Systems (MCS) [18]. Mixed Criticality Systems provide a mechanism by which in the unlikely event a high-criticality
task is unable to complete given the resources it is given, resources
can be diverted from lower-criticality tasks. This allows the system
to continue to operate, albeit with reduced functionality. The technique can also be applied to wireless communications, allowing
high-criticality communications to have a high confidence of being
delivered regardless of interference or limited resources.
In any scientific discipline, the benchmark for accuracy is to take
observations from the system under study - a łreal experimentž.
However, real experiments can be difficult to conduct. Probe effects
[6] can disturb measurement. The system may not yet be available,
or may be slow or expensive to operate. Analytical approaches [4]
can provide important information on a method, such as worst case
information, but may not be useful in finding other information
on the systems behaviour, such as average case performance. In
addition, analytical techniques are not available for all situations,
such as the behaviour of low criticality communications during
mode changes. For these reasons, simulation of a system can provide
useful insights.
A simulator can trade realism and accuracy for tractability [3],
which allows a number of approaches to simulation. A low-level
simulator, such as the Cooja Contiki simulator [11], models the
system with a high level of realism. This allows the observation
of normally hidden details, such as low-level hardware state, but
at the expense of being computationally expensive. By contrast a
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high-level simulation, which is the focus of this work, allows for
only a limited set of high-level concepts to remain realistic, allowing
complex low-level details to be abstracted away. This means that
a high-level simulator is useful in exploring the behaviour of a
logical system in a wide variety of situations, but is of limited use
in exploring the details of the systems implementation.
For example, a high-level processor simulator would simulate the
logical effects of each instruction, enabling it to run programs for
the processor in question. A low-level processor simulator would
simulate far more details, for example hardware features which give
rise to difficult to predict timing behaviours, and hence would give
far more insight into the actual behaviour of the target processor
at the expense of additional computational complexity.
Ideally, one would be able to find a middle ground simulator
which is capable of modelling a system with sufficient realism and
accuracy that the results are a fair representation of the real system,
and yet is sufficiently fast to evaluate. However, in the case that
this is not possible, the next best approach is to understand the
differences between a high-level simulation and the real experiment.
Depending on the nature of these differences, it may be possible to
implement mitigations which enable the high-level simulation to
behave in a more realistic manner, or address any unsoundness of
the high-level simulator.
This paper demonstrates how a parmetrisable low-level simulator and statistical modelling techniques can be used to characterise
the differences between a high-level simulator and real-world experiments. This is accomplished by changing the configuration of
the low-level simulator to toggle the various assumptions made by
the high-level simulator and comparing the results using statistical
testing. Using these results it is then possible to argue whether
or not the high-level simulator makes assumptions which abstract
away significant phenomena. These techniques are illustrated using
a case study based on the AirTight wireless protocol [4].

1.1

Organisation

Section 2 provides an outline of related work. Section 3 explains the
experimental setup of the example which motivates this work, and
how the existing high-level simulator differs from the real-world
experiment. This is followed by Section 4.1 which examines the
fundamental assumptions made by the high-level simulator, which
suggest areas for investigation. Section 4.2 details the configurable
low-level simulator created for this work, and Section 4.3 describes
how the low-level simulator is configured to match the real-world
experiment. Comparisons between the various configurations of
the low-level simulator and the real-world/high-level simulator
experiments are made in Section 5, and finally conclusions are
given in Section 6.

2

RELATED WORK

Due to the extensive use of simulators in critical systems, simulator
validation is a well studied topic. Sargent [15] provides an overview
of many methods for determining the validity of simulators. Sargent
also provides a number of statistical methods and a procedure for
determining the validity of a simulator using hypothesis testing.
However, Sargent’s methods have a noticeable omission in that
they only seek to determine whether or not a simulator is valid;
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they do not seek to characterise the difference between a simulation
and the real system.
Lim [9] proposed the Scientific Protocol Evaluation Technique
(SPET) which utilised a statistical approach to determine the effects
of varying a protocol in both simulation and real experiments of.
Lim’s work is primarily concerned with the comparison of wireless protocols, whereas our work focuses on how to explain the
differences between a high-level simulator and real experiments.
A number of wireless network simulators presently exist, such as
the Cooja Contiki Network Simulator [11] or the TinyOS simulator
TOSSIM [8]. While existing simulators are useful artefacts, both the
simulator and any evaluation of its accuracy tends to be tied very
heavily to the protocol used. For example, the experiments used to
evaluate the accuracy of Cooka are inapplicable to the TOSSIM.

3

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In order to illustrate the techniques introduced in this paper, an
example based on the AirTight [4] protocol is employed, although
any high-level simulator and real-experiment could be used. This
section gives an overview of the AirTight protocol and how the highlevel AirTight simulator and real-world experiment are conducted.
AirTight is a mixed criticality real-time wireless protocol that
aims to deliver all traffic within their computed deadlines while
accommodating the inherent faults of wireless communications.
AirTight is implemented by means of a pre-computed slot table
which dictates which wireless nodes can transmit at any given time.
This model allows nodes which would not interfere with each other
(e.g. if nodes are transmitting on different frequencies or sufficiently
far apart) to transmit concurrently. Further, nodes use fixed priority
scheduling to determine which packet to transmit in each of their
available slots.
AirTight divides a system into a number of flows, which describe
the links between nodes which the application wishes to transmit
data over. Applications send messages in packets over flows, which
depending on the size of the packet may be further split into a
number of frames. In each slot of the AirTight slot table, a single
frame may be transmitted.
Due to it’s nature as a real-time, reliable and analysable protocol, AirTight [4] exclusively uses a unicast methodology, to allow acknowledgement of all messages. This is accomplished by
nodes which are scheduled to receive a transmission transmitting
an ACK after successfully receiving a transmission. If the ACK
is not received by the sending node, then the node will attempt
retransmission at the next available opportunity.
In the case of a high-level of faults, AirTight [4] will switch
modes to give more bandwidth to high criticality packets. This
gives the high criticality packets the greatest possibility of being
successfully transmitted, at the expense of low criticality packets
not being sent. The analysis for AirTight [4] can be used with an
estimated fault model for the system to determine the probability
of any given transmission being delivered.
As AirTight is a protocol which is currently in active development, a high level simulator for the AirTight protocol has been
developed [4], however prior to the work reported in this paper
there has only been limited analysis on the differences between the
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high level simulator and real-world experiments, and no attempt
to understand why these differences occurred.
The high level AirTight simulator makes a number of assumptions, but the design principle is that it is only required to simulate
the AirTight protocol, rather than the entire hardware stack. This
is a fairly safe assumption, as it allows any hardware or software
that implements the AirTight protocol to have comparable results
with the high level simulator. However, the main issue with this
is that as AirTight is a new protocol, there is no formal method to
determine that an actual implementation of the AirTight protocol
respects all the requirements of the AirTight protocol.
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Figure 1: The network used in the real-world experiment

3.1

Real-World Experiment

The real-world experiment used a network of five IRIS wireless
sensor nodes [12], set up in an office environment and utilising the
shared 2.4GHz ISM band. The topology of the network is described
in Figure 1. A sixth IRIS node, connected to a PC over USB, was
used to passively observe the network. The workload comprised
eleven flows, which each represent a data transmission between
tasks running on nodes, as described in Table 1.
In the real-world experiment no actual data was transmitted
other than that required for the AirTight protocol. This results in
actual transmissions which occur near instantaneously due to the
minimal payload. Further, this means that ACKs contain a similar
amount of data as the data frames, and thus take approximately the
same amount of time to send as data frames.
The wireless nodes used in this experiment [12] feature an 8-bit
micro-controller, limited storage and RAM. Somewhat problematically, the nodes also feature two clocks: a high-precision but
low-duration timer used by the wireless communications hardware,
and a low-precision but high-duration timer used by the operating
system to schedule events. The dual timers are due to the fact that
wireless communications require accurate timing to coordinate
transmissions between nodes, but as these accurate transmissions
are high-frequency and the nodes run on limited power, there is
a trade-off between power usage and timing accuracy for higher
frequency (i.e. < 10ms) events. Unfortunately, the dual clocks can
cause issues; clock drift in the low-precision clock can be insignificant to the operating system, but may become significant when
measured by the high-precision clock. This represents an unfortunate inversion of the codified methods of dealing with multiple
levels of precision described by timebands [5], but is difficult to
address without substantial modification to the operating system.
It will be shown that the clock synchronisation provides a significant difference between the high-level simulator and real-world
experiment. The techniques described in this paper allow these
differences to be attributed to specific assumptions made by the
high-level simulator.
However, while the issue of time synchronisation would normally cause severe issues, it should be noted that in this experiment
the utilisation of the wireless link was extremely low. This is due
to the relatively small amounts of data being transmitted when
compared to the slot size. Hence even if the wireless nodes transmit
at inappropriate times, the chance of a collision is low.
This experiment provided information on approximately 65000
transmissions (sampled over approximately 1 day), which provides

Name From To Criticality T
D C P R
τ1
n1
n2
LO
30 30 2 2 25
τ2
n1
n0
LO
26 13 1 1 13
τ3
n2
n0
HI
40 40 1 2 31
τ4
n2
n0
LO
13 13 1 1 13
τ5
n0
n4
HI
38 38 3 3 37
τ6
n0
n4
LO
26 13 1 1 13
τ7
n0
n1
HI
64 32 1 2 31
τ8
n3
n4
LO
32 14 1 1 13
τ9
n3
n0
HI
64 32 1 2 31
τ10
n3
n0
LO
32 32 2 3 31
τ11
n4
n0
HI
40 40 2 1 31
T : Period, D: Deadline, C: No of frames per packet, P: Priority level,
R: Response time, τi : Flow i
Table 1: Description of the Flows in the real-world experiment

adequate data to conduct a statistical investigation of the experiment. Further, the experiment also observed approximately 2000
faults, for which detailed information is available on 1100 by means
of observing the effect of the faults on multi frame flows 1 . Hence
this data allows us to characterise the behaviour of the faults in the
real experiment.

3.2

Comparison of High Level Simulator and
Real-World Experiments

To motivate the issue of differences between the real world experiment and the high level simulator, Figures 2 and 3 show the
distribution of message response times for task τ9 . As can be seen,
there are clear differences between the two, with the most striking difference being that the simulator only produces response
times that are divisible by two. While omitted for space, similar
differences can be seen on the majority of other message flows.
Interestingly, the AirTight slot table suggests that the simulated
results are in fact valid, and that the phenomena observed in the
real-world experiment is not the intended result.
Across all experiments, the following issues can be observed:
1 The

remaining 900 faults are only represented in frame retransmissions of single
frame flows, which provide limited data.
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Figure 2: Response times for real-world experiment for Flow
τ9

Observed Distribution

0.30
0.25
Probability

possibility that these differences reflect flaws in the high-level simulator which lead to invalid results, a highly undesirable outcome.
Hence it is prudent to examine why these difference may arise, by
examining the assumptions made by the high level simulator.

In order to validate the high-level simulator results, and determine
the reasons for the observered differences, a low-level simulator
will be used to explore the assumptions made by the high-level
simulator. The low-level simulator used is parametrisable with
respects to the major assumptions of the high-level simulator. This
means that when run with all high-level simulator assumptions
enabled, the low-level simulator matches the behaviour of the highlevel simulator. However, these assumptions can be disabled, to
bring the low-level simulator closer to the real-world experiments.
Hence, by repeating the experiment in the low-level simulator
under varying configurations, and using statistics to compare the
results of these configurations with the high-level simulator and
real-world experiments, a characterisation of the differences between the high-level simulator and real-world experiments can be
obtained. This characterisation - the difference in configurations
of the low-level simulator - can then be used to argue whether or
not the high-level simulator is sufficiently accurate, and if not, the
exact areas where accuracy should be improved.

0.20

4.1

0.15

In order to accomplish this, the first step is to identify the assumptions made by the high-level simulator [4]. In the previous work,
only one assumption was tested: when the offline analysis determined that a flow assignment was schedulable, the high-level simulator, which works at a protocol level, did not have any packets
missing deadlines.
However, there are a number of assumptions that should be
checked, as follows:
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Figure 3: Response times for high-level simulator for Flow
τ9

(1) The High level simulator does not produce certain response
times which are observed in the real-world experiment, which
may lead to transmissions in the real-world experiment
which are not observed in simulation.
(2) The real-world experiment can resend frames which were
already successfully received and acknowledged, leading to
more re-transmissions that what was observed in simulation.
(3) In the real-world experiment, expected frames (e.g. as part
of a multi-frames sequence) can be completely absent, indicating the observer node is not recording all data.
Evidently there are differences between the real experiment
and the high-level simulator. However, there is very little comprehension of why these differences occur. In turn, this leads to the

Identifying High-level Simulator
Assumptions

(1) Simulator is Observably Sound with respect to AirTight
Analysis: The Simulator is assumed to be sound with respect to the offline analysis presented in [4] i.e. if the offline
analysis deems a set of flows to be schedulable within certain
deadlines, the simulator will not produce data that violates
these deadlines. Independently, this assumption is also made
of the real-world experiments.
(2) Slot Based Time: The high level simulator models time at
the level of AirTight slots. Provided that clocks between
nodes remain synchronised this is acceptable; however, if
clock synchronisation starts to fail in an implementation,
for example by the use of low precision clocks and interference impacting clock synchronisation messages, then this
assumption may be invalid.
(3) Temporally Uniform Interference: The high level simulator assumes that over the duration of the experiment, there
is limited variability in temporal interference. While it is
capable of modelling an event where one or more links become unavailable [4], there is limited work on the impact of
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interference levels varying over time. Further, failures may
have significant duration.
(4) Reciprocal Communication Ability: Due to the use of
ACK it is obviously required that if node A communicates
with node B, then node B must also be able to communicate
with node A, but it may not be true that they can do so
with equal success rates. However, the high level simulator
assumes that for any link the failure rate is identical in both
directions.
(5) Insignificant interference of ACKs: The high-level simulator does not model ACKs in any meaningful capacity, which
results in the high level simulator effectively assuming that
all ACKs are successfully delivered. In practice however, an
ACK failing to be delivered results in an unnecessary repeat
transmission from the source node, a situation that cannot
arise in the high level simulator. In the real experiment, due
to the empty payload data frames and ACKs are of similar
length, and hence could be assumed to have similar success
and failure rates.
All of these assumptions are testable. Assumption 1 has been
tested substantially in [4]; this work ran a large number of experiments in simulation and found no evidence that the simulator
produced a result that contradicted the offline analysis. Further this
was not observed in the real-world experiments, which suggests
that the analysis is sound.
Assumption 2, that slot-based time is adequate for simulation
can be made testable by means of a simulator that simulates time at
a much more precise level. For this to be possible the state of each
simulated node has to be modelled, and any clock drift in the low
precision clocks of the nodes has to be part of the simulation.
Next, Assumption 3, that the failure rate of communications does
not change over time, can be tested by modelling the failure rate of
the real-world experiment. If a statistical distribution can be found
that sufficiently explains the observed data, then the assumption
can be validated. If not, then this can be simulated by allowing the
failure rate to vary over time in line with the real-world experiment.
Assumption 4, that the failure rate of communications is constant
over a link can be investigated by examining the failure rate of
flows that travel in the opposite directions on a given physical link,
and taking into account any temporal differences indicated by the
investigation into Assumption 3. For example, τ2 and τ7 can be used
for this purpose.
Finally, Assumption 5 can be tested by investigating the rate of
transmission and ACK failure in the real-world experiment. If it
can be determined that ACK failure is a phenomenon that requires
investigation, this can be simulated by allowing ACKs to be subject
to interference.
Having identified the additional simulation requirements, this
paper now introduces a configurable low-level simulator to characterise the difference between the high-level simulator and the
real-world experiments.

4.2

Configurable Low-Level Simulation

While using experimental data to validate the simulator is attractive
from the point of view that the real-world experiment represents
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a łtruež target for validation, using real hardware has many limitations. In particular, the nodes used in the experiment [12] have
limited memory and storage, which makes obtaining detailed information difficult. Hence a low-level simulator can be used as a
validation target. Low-level simulators have a higher fidelity view
of the system they model2 , but are computationally expensive to
use and therefore undesirable for large scale or repeated experimentation.
This allows the extraction of far more information from the
low-level simulator which can be used to determine the nature of
any differences from the high-level simulator. In turn, the low-level
simulator can be validated against the real experiment, allowing any
differences between the high-level simulator and real experiment
to be characterised accurately.
The configurable low-level simulator used in this work makes
far fewer absolute assumptions about the way wireless communications behave than the high-level simulator. In particular, the
low-level simulator allows:
• Non-uniform Time: To enable the modelling of clock desynchronisation between wireless nodes. Used to test Assumption 2.
• Multiple Interference Models: To enable wireless interference to be accurately calibrated to the real-world experiment.
Used to test Assumption 3.
• Non-reciprocal Communications: To enable the modelling
of nodes which are not reliably able to communicate ACKs
back to the source of a transmission. Used to test Assumption
4.
• ACK Transmission: To enable the determination of the
effects of ACK failure for retransmissions. Used to test Assumption 5.
It is also important to note that each of these aspects can be
configured; in particular, this means that the low-level simulator can
produce a collection of results allowing the impact of each aspect to
be characterised. This allows the experiments to determine if any
given aspect has a significant effect on the results of simulation,
and hence informs if the high-level simulator could be significantly
improved by modelling aspects of the real-experiment which when
not modelled accurately (or at all) lead to substantial errors.
Unlike the high-level simulator, the low-level simulator is implemented by modelling each individual component of the system
separately. This allows a much more in-depth simulation, at the expense of significantly more computational effort than the high-level
simulator, which can simply select the next packet to be simulated.
The simulated components of the low-level simulator are as follows.
• Applications which generate and receive application level
packets to transmit.
• MAC which takes application level packets, encapsulates
them into network frames, and sends and receives these
frames. The MAC layer also handles the sending and receiving of ACKs, as well as retransmission.
• Physical which takes network frames and models their
broadcast over the wireless network. This layer handles
2 Note

that the low-level simulator model is not identical to the real world system, due
to epistemic uncertainty in modelling the real world.
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Figure 4: Fault Inter-arrival times for the real-world experiment

whether or not an individual frame successfully transmits,
and any potential collisions between frames.
It should be noted that the Application layer is typically not
required to be updated as frequently as the MAC or Physical layers.
This is simply due to the fact that the MAC and Physical layers process more data than the Application layer; even for Application data
flows that fit within a single network frame, an acknowledgement
will normally be generated and must be processed.

4.3

0.6

Configuring the Low-level Simulator

While most of the options for the low-level simulator are simple
binary configurations e.g. the choice to subject ACKs to interference
or not, one option that needs more detailed configuration is the
wireless interference model. Hence this section details how this
model is constructed using statistical observations from the realworld experiment.
There are two main properties to model for transmission failures:
1) the fault inter-arrival time, i.e. the characteristics of when faults
arrive and 2) the fault durations i.e. the characteristics of how long
faults persist. Further, these properties may vary for each physical
link between nodes.
In the real-world experiment, interference on the wireless transmissions can occur for a variety of reasons:
• Background noise
• Interference from external sources (e.g. office equipment)
• Transient hardware failure
While an interference model could be constructed for each packet
flow, the nature of the experiment where all nodes were positioned
in close proximity on a desktop means that there is statistically
insignificant difference between each packet flow. This manifests
in the distributions of fault durations and fault inter-arrival times
being identical for any packet flows, when comparing using the
KS-test [16]. Hence it is possible to use a single global model in this
case, although this may not be true more generally.
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Figure 5: Fault Durations for the real-world experiment

Even though the exact cause for any given fault cannot be known,
it is still possible to use statistics to understand the characteristics
of faults over time. This can be accomplished by assuming that
faults are governed by an unknown random process, and all faults
are independent of each other.
Using this assumption, faults can be modelled as being generated
by a 1-dimensional Poisson Point Process [17]. However, this does
not give the duration of faults, which is governed by a separate
process which must be calibrated separately. This leads to the observations that while fault durations are governed by the strength
of the event, which can be an arbitrary distribution, the fault interarrival times are governed by an Exponential distribution [16]. This
can be seen in Figure 4, where the fault inter-arrival times match
very closely to the fitted Exponential distribution. Further, while
not shown this distribution is approximated by sufficiently large
contiguous subsections of the results, meaning that the fault interarrival times are governed by the same process throughout the
experiment.
To inform the calibration of fault durations, Figure 5 shows the
observations from the real world experiment. The vast majority
of observed fault durations are of a single slot length, with the
overall distribution being almost a single point. It can further be
observed that the two slot faults observed can be explained by two
single slot faults arriving in adjacent slots; the probability of faults
arriving in two adjacent slots is 4%, which is the same probability
as a fault of duration two. The lack of variability in fault durations
trivially implies that the duration of a given fault is not temporally
dependent.
For faults of length greater than two slots, there exists only a
single longer fault of duration eight. As a singular event, it is not
possible to understand this phenomena statistically. Outliers such
as this may warrant further investigation, but this is beyond the
scope of this work which focuses on statistical explanations.
Combining these observations, we can make the following observations about transmission failures in the real-world experiment:
(1) Interference is constant across all nodes
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(2) Faults are instantaneous events which affect a single slot
(3) Fault arrivals are governed by a Poisson Point Process
(4) The characteristics of faults due to interference are constant
throughout the experiment

5
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EVALUATION

These experiments allow the impact of the various low-level
configurations to be determined with respect to the real-world and
high-level simulator experiments. In turn, this allows the significance of these changes to be correctly attributed.

5.1

Observations from Calibration

Firstly, we revisit the observation made during calibration that each
physical wireless link has statistically identical fault inter-arival
times and fault durations. This demonstrates that Assumption 4
holds for this experiment: There was no observable difference in the
failure rate for each wireless link. Therefore it is valid to assume that
for this experiment wireless communications are indeed reciprocal.
This is likely due to the close physical proximity of the wireless
nodes.
This also has a knock-on effect for the remaining experiments:
as each physical link is identical, it is possible to use a global characterisation of the faults rather than a per-link characterisation.
This simplifies the implementation of the remaining experiments,
as well as enabling more data to be used to characterise the global
link for greater accuracy. If Assumption 4 was shown not to hold
it would be necessary to perform this characterisation of faults on
each link, and potentially in each direction.

5.2

Low-level simulator with High-level
simulator assumptions

An important step is to verify that when the low-level simulator
is configured with high-level simulator assumptions, the low-level
simulator replicates the results from the high-level simulator. This
means configuring the low-level simulator to experience zero transmission error, and all nodes have a global notion of time i.e. all
clocks are in perfect synchronisation. These results can be seen in
Figure 6, which shows the low-level simulator perfectly replicating
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Figure 6: Response times for low-level simulator with highlevel simulator assumptions for Flow τ9
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Real-world experiment
High-level simulator
Low-level simulator with high-level simulator assumptions
Low-level simulator with calibrated interference model
Low-level simulator with calibrated interference model, ACK
failure and clock-drift

0.20
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This section presents the results of the experiments carried out to
check the assumptions of the simulator and how they differ from
the real-world experiment. The experiments carried out were as
follows.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Observed Distribution

0.30

Probability

This information can then be used to construct a statistical interference model for the low-level simulator which accurately reflects
the interference characteristics of the real-world experiment. In addition, this also validates Assumption 2 for this experiment as there
is no evidence that a temporally dependent process is impacting
the faults.
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Figure 7: Response times for low-level simulator with calibrated interference model for flow τ9
the results from the high-level simulator (Figure 3). This is true for
all flows in this experiment.
This result allows us to attribute the differences observed in
the next experiments to the differences in configuration of the
simulation. If such a configuration also produces results which
are comparable to real-world experiment, then the difference in
configuration can be used to explain the difference between the
high-level simulator and the real-world experiment.

5.3

Impact of Interference Model

Investigating Assumptions 3 and 4, Figure 7 shows the distribution
of response times for task τ9 when run under the low-level simulator with the calibrated interference model. As can be seen, this
results in a similar distribution to the high-level simulator, with
the same characteristics as seen in Figure 3. This indicates that
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Figure 8: ACK failure inter-arrival distribution in real-world
experiment
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In order to investigate Assumption 5, ACK failures in the real-world
experiment need to be monitored. While there is no direct method
to observe ACK failures, they can be detected by examining the
real-world experiment data for frames which were retransmitted
despite being registered as received. This behaviour indicates that
the sending node was not able to read the ACK, and hence chose
to retransmit the frame. Analysing the results from the real-world
experiment gives the inter-arrival distribution of ACK failures seen
in Figure 8, which closely mirrors the distribution of transmission
failures. As with transmission failure duration, ACK failure duration
suggests that faults were instantaneous in nature, affecting only a
single ACK. This is further bolstered by the fact that subsequent data
transmissions do not have an increased chance of failure, suggesting
that the duration of the interference that caused the ACK to fail is
bounded by the time it takes to send the ACK.
Using the failure model of the real-world experiment, Figure 9
shows the ACK fault inter-arrival times for the low-level simulator.
As can be seen, the low-level simulator is capable of matching the
overall behaviour of ACK, with the same characterisation of the
ACK fault inter-arrival times. This is in contrast to the high-level
simulator, where ACK are assumed to succeed.
The impact of this on the validity of results from the high-level
simulator is that the probability of failure used in the high-level simulator does not necessarily reflect the probability of a transmission
failing in the real experiment. This is due to the fact that a single
probability of failure used in the high level simulator has to account
for two potential transmission failures i.e. the data transmission
and the corresponding acknowledgement. While the individual
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Figure 9: ACK failure inter-arrival distribution in the lowlevel simulator experiment with ACK failure

it is not sufficient to accurately model the interference to explain
the phenomena seen in the real-world experiment. It is therefore
necessary to enable some of the additional simulation features of
the low-level simulator.
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Figure 10: Results for low-level simulator with clock-drift
frame may still be delivered on time and the subsequent unnecessary retransmission ignored, the very act of the retransmission
has consequences. In multi-frame flows, the retransmission of an
early frame may delay later frames. Further, retransmissions for
any reason contribute to triggering high-criticality mode.
Therefore, when using the high-level simulator, the probability
of failure must represent the combined probability of failure of data
transmission and failure of acknowledgement. If naïvely using only
the failure of data transmission, then the high-level simulator will
not be a sound representation of the system, with multi-frame flows
having shorter response times and the high-criticality mode being
entered less frequently.

5.5

Impact of Clock Drift

Finally investigating Assumption 3, Figure 10 shows the distribution
of response times for the low-level simulator when clock-drift is
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Comparison of low-level simulator
and real-world experiment
KS Test Metric Normalised Wasserstein Metric
τ1
0.12
0.03
τ2
0.15
0.04
τ3
0.04
0.07
τ4
0.10
0.05
τ5
0.14
0.04
τ6
0.19
0.01
τ7
0.11
0.01
τ8
0.10
0.04
τ9
0.04
0.01
τ10
0.18
0.02
τ11
0.17
0.02
Table 2: KS Test Metric and Normalised Wasserstein Metric comparing low-level simulator with clock drift and realworld experiment
Normalised Wasserstein Metric w.r.t. real experiment

Flow

0.12
0.10
0.08
0.06
0.04
0.02
0.00

Experiment
Duration
Duration (seconds)
Real hardware
≈ 1 Day
≈ 86400
Low-level simulator ≈ 1 Hour
≈ 3600
High-level simulator ≈ 2 Seconds ≈ 2
Table 3: Durations of the various experiments (simulations
run on a Core i7-4500U laptop)
Wasserstein Metric is a metric that indicates the difference between
two empirical distributions; for ease of comparison this metric has
been normalised with respect to the number and range of samples,
where 0 indicates that distributions are identical and 1 indicates that
the distributions are as different as possible. Hence these results
suggest that clock-drift between nodes is a plausible explanation
for the differences between the real-world and high-level simulator.
This conclusion can be made as the low-level simulator provides
an exact match for the high-level simulator when running under
the assumptions of the high-level simulator. However, when calibrated for the interference model of the real-world experiment, the
low-level simulator requires clock-drift in order to produce results
that are comparable to the real-world experiment.
Fortunately, the amount of clock-drift is bounded due to the
periodic resynchronisation of clocks provided by AirTight [4]. In
the current experiment the relative sparseness of communications
means the probability of simultaneous transmission is low, and
so countermeasures are not necessary. In the event that wireless
communications were more heavily used, it may be necessary to
resynchronise the clocks of the wireless nodes more often, or use
nodes that have higher precision time sources.

5.6
+/- 0.5 +/- 1.0 +/- 1.5 +/- 2.0 +/- 2.5 +/- 3.0
Linearly Random Max Clock Drift per Clock Syncronisation

Figure 11: Mean Normalised Wasserstein Metric for Clock
Drift search

enabled. For this experiment, the parameters for the rate of clockdrift were searched for, with the mean error shown in Figure 11,
and the best parameters found were to model clock-drift were a
linear clock drift of between −2 and +2 slots per synchronisation.
As can be seen, Figure 10 shows the characteristics of the realworld experiment, as seen in Figure 2. In particular, this includes
(1) Rare observations of response times faster than should be
possible by analysis.
(2) Common observations of response times which should not
occur according to analysis (for Figure 10, this includes all
odd response times).
Comparing the results of the clock-drift low-level simulator and
real-world experiment by means of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS)
test [16] provides evidence that the distributions are similar. This is
corroborated with the normalised Wasserstein Metric [13] which
indicates the distributions are similar. These results for all flows are
given in Table 2. A KS-test metric less than 0.19 indicates an acceptance of the null hypothesis that the distributions are identical. The
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Analysis of Results

One of the main conclusions of these experiments is that while it is
perfectly acceptable to design a protocol using a high-level simulation of that protocol, there can be unexpected behaviour when
implementing the protocol on real hardware. The method used in
this paper was able to identify multiple areas where assumptions
of the high-level simulator caused differences when compared to a
real-world implementation, and was able to determine the major
behavioural differences were due to poor clock-synchronisation in
the real-world experiment.
Even though the AirTight protocol provides periodic clock synchronisation [4], there is compelling evidence to suggest that the
IRIS nodes used in the test implementation suffer from a significant amount of clock drift. This can point to issues with either the
hardware, or more likely, the use of the hardware by the implementation of AirTight. However, none of the issues identified fatally
compromises the use of the high-level simulator. Instead, each issue
can be mitigated; additional measurements can be taken to refine
the probability of transmission failure to address the issues of ACK
failure in the simulator, and higher degrees of clock synchronisation can be used in the real hardware. Hence using the high-level
simulator for protocol design remains a valid approach, provided
that results are interpreted correctly.
While one could argue that it would be more accurate to use the
low-level simulator for protocol design, there are a number of issues
with this approach. By its nature, the low-level simulator is more
computationally expensive than the high-level simulator. As shown
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in Table 3, the low-level simulator is an order of magnitude slower
than the high-level simulator, which means it is inappropriate for
any application where quick results are needed (e.g. search based
methods for slot table selection). Further, the complexity of the lowlevel simulator scales linearly with the number of objects simulated,
as opposed to the high-level simulator which simply selects the next
step of the simulation based on the simulation description. This
means that the low-level simulator is not useful for simulating more
complex scenarios, such as the 25-node scenario demonstrated in
[4].
Further, without calibration the low-level simulator produces
results identical to the high-level simulator. If the real world environment were to change, the low-level simulator would require
recalibration for the results to be valid. Hence until the deployment
environment of the system is known, it is arguable whether the
results of the low-level simulator are any more accurate than those
of the high-level simulator.
One can conclude that while the low-level simulator can indeed
model the unusual behaviours of real-hardware more accurately
than the high-level simulator, the high-level simulator is still appropriate for exploring the behaviours of the AirTight protocol itself.
However, translating results from simulation to a real implementation can reveal unexpected behaviours which require explanation
that can easily be derived from the use of a low-level simulator.
Revisiting the assumptions of the high-level simulator, we can
conclude the following:

(1) Simulator is Observably Sound with respect to AirTight
Analysis: The experiments with the low-level simulator reveal no evidence that the high-level simulator is unsound
with respect to AirTight Analysis.
(2) Slot Based Time: Evidence was found that supports the idea
that the nodes in the real-world experiment exhibited some
amount of clock drift which explains why the real-world
experiment observes response times which are not possible
according to the transmission schedule. However, the absolute amount of clock drift appears to be small, causes low
amounts of interference in the experiment, and is bounded.
In the case that clock drift is significant, there are methods
available that reduce the amount of clock drift.
(3) Temporally Uniform Interference: In the experiment analysed, no evidence for temporally changing interference was
uncovered. Further, by comparing multiple segments of an
experiment it is possible to determine if this assumption is
valid for any set of data.
(4) Reciprocal Communication Ability: By comparing all
transmissions between nodes, no evidence to invalidate this
assumption was found. Again, a method for determining if
this assumption holds was outlined. If both this assumption
and the previous assumption hold, it is sufficient to only
consider the global interference characteristics.
(5) Insignificant interference of ACKs: Evidence was found
that ACKs could fail; in so doing a small amount of additional
work will be carried out by the transmitting node, which can
potentially cause the real experiment to enter high-criticality
mode before the high-level simulator would. This can be
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addressed by setting the probability of transmission failure
in the high-level simulator to account for both the failure of
the data frame and its associated ACK.

6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This work has outlined and demonstrated a method for explaining the differences between a high-level simulation and real world
experiments by means of a configurable low-level simulator and
statistical understanding. Statistical methods allow the low-level
simulator to mimic the behaviours observed in the real-world experiment, allowing phenomena that have been observed in the realworld experiment to be explored thoroughly. This configuration of
the low-level simulator can then be compared to a configuration
that replicates the results of the high-level simulator in order to
attribute the differences of the high-level simulation and real-world
experiments to specific configuration changes.
Attributation of differences in the high-level simulator and realworld experiments allows a user to understand why a simulation
differs from reality. In turn, this allows for either targeted improvements to be made to the high-level simulator or a simple explanation
of why the difference does not warrant concern.
The statistical method used in this paper has limitations with
respect to anomalous events, because by their nature anomalous
events do not provide sufficient data to be statistically characterised.
However, anomalous events are detectable by the methods used,
as they are unexplained by the statistical models selected. The
detection of anomalous events informs the user of the method and
allows them to decide if the anomalous events should be discarded
(on the grounds that they are sufficiently rare as to not impact
a deployment of the system) or if further experimentation and
attempts to reproduce the anomalous events should be conducted.
These techniques have been illistrated by investigating the difference between the high-level simulator described in [4] and the
real world experiments, and how these differences can be mitigated.
This has also illustrated that even though more accurate results
can be found with the configurable low-level simulator defined
in this paper, the fact that the high-level simulator requires much
lower computational effort (by a factor of over 1000) means that
it is more useful for developing the AirTight protocol. However it
is possible that some features, for example automatic calculation
of transmission interference probability given the probability of a
frame transmission failure and ACK transmission failure could be
added to the high-level simulator to increase its accuracy.
Further improvements to this method can be made to the evaluation by utilising some of the methods described by Sargent [15],
in particular checking the operational validity of the low-level simulator configurations which match the high-level simulator and
real-world experiments. This would allow a more thorough and
formal equivalence in these cases, which would enhance the purely
statistical approach used in this paper. However, applying Sargent’s
methods also increases the complexity and effort required to perform the analysis, especially if work on validation is carried out
independently as is recommended. This work could also be used to
extend the SPET approach of Lim [9] by constructing a more exact
characterisation between simulation and real world implementation
as it relates to the comparison of wireless protocols.
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